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Whether we seek of personal, individual or commercial gifts, the only one gifts name come to our
mind is the Champagne gifts. There is wide availability of wine brands with different price range.
This kind of gifts can be given to others for either celebrating birthdays, Christmas, wedding and
promotion etc.

It is very much necessary to understand the various categories of particular champagne. Letâ€™s have
a look on those categories one by one:

1. Brand â€“ There are different champagnes that come under different brands, depending on where
they were prepared. A good brands wine always glimpse its originality and also are rich and
unbeatable in taste.

2.  Flavor â€“ The second thing that matter in Champagne is its flavor. Branded champagne have six
different flavors including demi-sec, sec, extra brut, doux and dry. It is always good to know the
preference of the person you are going to gift it.

3. Type â€“ One can go for either vintage or non-vintage champagne, depending on your budget and
taste. Suppose, if a wine bottle is labeled as the vintage of a specific year that means 80% of the
grapes used to prove that is harvested in the particular year.

4. Size â€“ The last category is the bottle size that speaks its quality and brand name for itself.

Personalizing a bottle of champagne becomes so easy today by browsing internet sitting from your
home itself for celebrating any special occasion or events. You only need to type the name of
champagne you want. Even you can ask to include your wishes for the particular person and as well
can mention the date. Once it is ready, you can ask the seller to dispatch it to the given address.

Champagne gifts are mixture of Pinot Noir grapes, Chardonnay and sugar content etc. It is made
from a process known as double fermentation and then capped immediately to preserve the magical
flavor until you drink it.

If you want to make your day on any special occasion then choosing the right wine is the key point
to double the enjoyment. Some points that need to consider when gifting champagne as gift are
recipients taste, purpose of the gift and nature of occasion etc.
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